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BULLDOG BREED CLUBS AND SHOWS 2021
Club Secretaries details are on the Bulldog Breed Council website:
www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk
Bath & Western Bulldog Club 2021
Champ Show: Monday 2nd August Judge Mr D McHale (Kelloe)
At Bath Canine Society show
Open Show: Sunday 26th September 2021.
Judge Mrs Hayley Dodwell (Asharlo)
Venue: Westwoods Centre, North Leach, GL54 3QJ

Birmingham & Midland Counties Bulldog Club
Champ show: Sunday 18 July 2021
Judge Mrs Petra Grell-hansohm.
Venue: Wednesbury Leisure Centre, High Bullet, Wednesbury, WS10 7HP.
Open Show: Sunday 5 December 2021
Judge: Kimberly Nealings
Venue: Willenhall Chart WV13 2NS

Blackpool & Fylde Bulldog Club 2021
Open Show: Friday 25th June 2021.
Judge Sarah Macdonald
Open Show: Sunday 10th October 2021.
Judge Mr Phil Jones (Everbull)

Blackpool and Fylde Bulldog Club will be holding their first show of the year on
June 25th 2021 after the breed judging at the Blackpool General Championship
Show. The Judge will be Sara McDonald .
If this show can go ahead with Covid Restrictions it will be out doors, marquee
with open sides, people must take their own chairs and follow all the restrictions
and rules wearing masks
Subs for 2021 are now due, we will be looking to welcome you all back. We
will put out schedules in April when the state of the tiers will be known

Bulldog Day UK

Date: Sunday 6th June 2021
Venue: Newark Showground NG24 2NY
Annual event for all Bulldog lovers with profits going to Bulldog Rescue
and Rehoming Trust. Fun classes, doggy shopping experience and advice. But most of all FUN with your Bulldog
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The Club Secretaries will be able to give you the address or send you a ‘Schedule’. The schedule gives all the details of
the show, including the judge. Secretaries’ details are on the Bulldog Breed Council website under ‘Contacts’.
All the Bulldogs exhibited at the shows are bred to the Kennel Club Standard. They are judged for health and conformance
against the Standard. You can find the Standard on the Bulldog Breed Council website and the Kennel Club website. This
is the very best way of learning about Bulldogs.
Where is says ‘TBA’, the clubs are waiting for Kennel Club authorisation for their proposed shows.

British Bulldog Club
Open Show & Gold Medal Puppy Competition: 11th July 2021
Open Show Judge: Mrs V Eaton (Ricatori)

Gold Medal Puppy Competition
Judges: Mrs D Bishoprick (Pheorm), Mr Chris Bracken (Bradiebe)
Venue: Shirland Village Hall
Championship shows:
20th/21st November 2021
The British Bulldog Club will be holding a huge weekend celebration of Bulldogs in
November 2021 with TWO Championship shows Judges will be Mr Kevin Davis
(Saturday) and Ms Elizabeth Hugo Milam (Sunday).
On Saturday night, (20th November) there will be a memorial evening, remembering
all our wonderful Bulldog friends who have recently died.
Venue: Royal Court Hotel, Coventry Membership subs are now due, £8.00 overseas,
£6.00 joint, £5.00 single. Payment via Paypal: secretary@britishbulldogclub.com or by
cheque to Secretary.

Bulldog Club Incorporated
J Taggart will now judge the 2021 open show.

Details of Championship show will be on the club website in due course.

Bulldog Club of Scotland 2021
Open Show
8th May 2021 Judge: Thomas McCash (Taybull )
Venue: Richard Greenhow Centre, Central Ave, Gretna DG16 5AQ
Championship Show
23rd October 2021 Judge Carol Newman (Wencar)
Venue: SRUC Barony Campus College, Parkgate, Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland, DG1 3NE
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Bulldog Club of Wales
Open shows
13th November 2021 Judge: Rita Simoncsik
Venue: Caerwent Community Centre, Lawrence Crescent,
Caerwent NP26 5NS

East Midlands Bulldog Club
Open Show
3rd October 2021, Judge Mrs J Smith (Saintrosemil)
Venue: War Memorial Hall, Dorothy Avenue, Glen Parva, Leicester
LE2 9JD

Junior Bulldog Club
Championship Shows:

15th May 2021 Judge tba
16th October 2021.

Judges: Dogs: Mrs S Garside (Iceglint)
Bitches: Mrs A Van den Heuval (Beefeaterbulls)
Venue: Brackley Leisure Centre, Springfield Way, Brackley,
NN13 6JJ

London Bulldog Society

Championship Show: Sunday 13th June 2021
Judge: Mr Paul Reynolds (Biddle)
Venue: Bracknell Sports & Leisure Centre

Limit Show: Sunday 24th October 2021
Judge Richard Eaton (Ricatori)
Venue: Larkfield Village Hall, Kent
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Manchester & Counties Bulldog Club:
Outdoor Limited Show: Sunday 23rd May 2021
Judge: Emma Lee (Milasha)
Open Show: Sunday 26th September 2021
Judge: Luca Bisignano

Venue: Whiston Town Hall Old Colliery Road, Whiston L35 3QX

Championship Show and Awards Evening :
Saturday 30th October 2021
Judges: Dogs Mr Paul Moody Bitches: Mrs Lorraine Watkins

Venue Tillington Hall Hotel Eccleshall Road, Stafford ST16 1JJ
Hope you will all join us in what will be a fantastic event

Membership for 2021 now due £4 single £5 joint (same household) Fill in membership form on
website & then PayPal payment as friends only mcbcawards1897@aol.com

Northern Bulldog Club TBA
Northern Ireland Bulldog Club
Open Show: Saturday 25th September 2021

Judge: Mrs Emma Lees (Milasha)
Venue: Oakfield community centre
Carrickfergus BT38 7SP BT38 7SP
Northumberland & Durham Bulldog Club TBA

Pennines Bulldog Club

Championship Show

Sunday 7th November

Judge: Mr Frank Kane
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Plymouth Devon & Cornwall Bulldog Club
Open Show: Sunday 2nd May 2021.
Judge: Mrs A Walters (Cholto) Bulldogs
Venue: Kentisbeare Village Hall).
Champ. Show: Sunday 8th August 2021
Judge Mr Peter New (Newrock)
Venue: Utility Day Paignton & District Fanciers Association Westpoint Arena Clyst St Mary, Exeter EX5 1DJ
Membership subs are now due: Please post to our Secretary, Mr C Little, 38 Lansdowne Drive, Sutton -on-Sea,
Lincs LN12

Please give us a fabulous entry & a packed ringside.

South of England Bulldog Society
Open Show: Sunday 6th June 2021 In memory of Mrs Lynn
Manns (Lynmans)
Judge: Ms R Wells Stutter (Linmist)
Venue: Newbury Show Ground Following Southern Counties
Champ Show
Open Show: Sunday 18th September 2021
Judge: Mrs P Freeman (Testwood)
Venue: Cobham Village Hall,
Membership subs are now due: Please post to our Secretary,

Yorkshire Bulldog Club
Open Show: Saturday 12th June 2021
Judge: TBA
Limit Show & Silver Rose Puppy Comp:
Monday 30th August 2021
Puppy Comp Judge: Mrs J Booth (TBC)
Show Judge: Ms R Bonilla (Sharonbull)
Champ Show: Saturday 13th November
Judge: Mr W Goodwin (Britishpride)
Venue: Brodsworth Miners Welfare Hall, Woodlands, Doncaster.
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The Serious Issue of Involuntary
Incontinence (Part 1)
This advice comes from experience of spina bifida dogs accepted into Bulldog Rescue.
Described are things that have helped and these tips can be used to a lesser extent if your dog has become
incontinent due to old age or if they are not doubly incontinent.
There are many reasons a dog may be incontinent, it can be age related, disease related or due to a genetic
or birth defect; but whatever the reason, this is a guide to help you deal with the issue and help the dog have
an active, happy and comfortable life.
The main reason young Bulldogs have incontinence is spina bifida or hemi-vertebrae which affects them in
different ways, mainly varying degrees of mobility or weak legs, but all those affected are likely to be doubly
incontinent. Good veterinary support is needed from an experienced vet or a vet willing to learn about the specific care these dogs need.
Many spina bifida dogs tend to dribble urine all the time rather than a big flow a few times a day so although
that may differ from your dog, this advice can be adapted and used to suit your dogs need.
We start with the maxim “what goes in must come out” and this forms the beginning of our tips

Food
If your dog has had no bowel control from birth it is important to get him on a food that suits as soon as possible as it
will help to control any mess from diarrhoea and frequent stools. Because the dog has no control, it can leave him
thin, smelly and with a very sore bottom which can be red, inflamed or even bleeding. This needs to be dealt with immediately to prevent more discomfort and infection.
Raw feeding seems to be the best option for incontinent dogs as more food is absorbed and less waste is produced
so their stools become more formed and less frequent. We have found that most stools are passed just after eating,
on exercise or when asleep in their beds. This means it can be picked up and dealt with more easily. Remember
there will be accidents in the home as these dogs have no idea what is happening; it is not their fault. Find a good
stockist and keep to their products if it suits the dog, as changing types of meat can also lead to diarrhoea and an upset tummy as they seem very sensitive to diet changes.
For the ones who cannot deal with raw meat, success may be found with dried meat, but this is trial and error and it
may take longer to settle on more formed stools. It can also lead to more stools being passed.
You may find that a good quality dried food which is fish based and grain-free is suitable, but this is not for every dog
and if possible try raw feeding initially.
Once on the correct regime, your dog will gain weight and nutrients that may have been defective due to diarrhoea
causing absorption problems. Introduce new foods gradually over a week or so.
Putting the dog in the garden or for a short walk after feeding helps the stool to pass after feeding, so there is less
mess in the home and it seems to stimulate their sluggish bowels. Remember they have no urge to defecate so a
strict feeding and exercise regime helps to keep them regular.

Fluids
Always make sure your dog has plenty of clean water as these dogs can be prone to urinary tract infections which are
very smelly and uncomfortable for your dog and may cause skin burns, staining of fur and pain and can lead to more
severe illness. Keeping them hydrated helps keep the kidneys and bladder healthy and is essential to prevent complications in the future. Apple Cider Vinegar (which can be obtained from Bulldog Rescue Clinic) can help prevent urinary infections by adding a few drops to their clean water. If you find the dog doesn’t like the smell or taste of this it
may be beneficial to give 1 cranberry tablet a day to prevent infections instead. You must be alert to any changes in
your dog’s urine appearance, smell and colour, or if you notice blood in the urine. If there are any changes seek veterinary advice immediately as urinary infections can develop very quickly.
Adapted from Bulldog Rescue & Rehoming Trust Website
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NEW BULLDOG BREED COUNCIL EDUCATION FACEBOOK GROUP

NEW BULLDOG BREED COUNCIL EDUCATION FACEBOOK GROUP
EDUCATION STATI9ON

This group has been set up by The Bulldog Breed Council Education sub committee in order to facilitate education of bulldog owners and general public.
The aim of the group is to provide correct and up to date information about the
breed from a reliable source and to negate the incorrect information often
found on social media, about the breed.
The administration of this group are members of The Bulldog Breed Council
Education Sub committee, the purpose of which is to ensure that judges at all
levels are educated to the standard required by the Bulldog Breed Council and
provide educational material for all bulldog breed club members for the health
and well being of their bulldogs.
The group is a Public Group and open to join for everyone.
All posts will have to be approved by admin and answered by our committee.
We strive to provide the most accurate answers to your questions, so it may
take up to 24h for your question to be answered.
Some questions may be outside of our expertise so will be forwarded to the
relevant committee within The Bulldog Breed Council.
General breed group rules apply - no advertising or promotion of any sort will
be approved.
This is a Question & Answer Group, once question is answered to satisfactory
level admin will close the thread.
here is an option of posting Anonymous Questions, please fill free to take full
advantage of it.
Admin reserves the right to use this group to distribute any information which
they feel is in benefit of the breed, Bulldog Breed Council and its Member
Clubs.
Any grievances to be forwarded to admin in private. Admin reserves the right
to remove any members without warning.
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TRAINING YOUR NEW PUPPY (TOILET TRAINING)

As a potential new dog owner, there are a couple of things to think about.
A dog’s physical development is different to a human. As a general rule a medium sized dog aged 6
months equates to a 9 year old child. At 1 year the equivalent is 21 years. After that it flattens out, so for
9/10ths of a dogs life he is physically mature. At 10 years he equates to a 70 year old human.
Because dogs initially grow at such a fast rate, it leaves a very short time to do basic training. Puppies
need to be really well socialised by the time they are 16 weeks old in order to lead happy, confident lives
with us as pets.
Training should start as soon as you have your puppy. However if you rescue an adult dog, there is nothing stopping you training them too – training can happen at any
age!
Toilet training your puppy should be quite a simple process, as long
as you make the time and investment to get into a good routine. Initially you will have to build your routine around your puppy's needs,
and these are reliably predictable when they are very young. You
may find it useful to keep a record of when your puppy eats sleeps,
urinates and defecates. A simple diary list will do. Repeat cue
words like 'wee wees' and 'poo poos' or 'be busy' and 'be clean'
while the puppy is actually urinating or defecating. Use different
words for each action so that you will be able to prompt the puppy later on. Routine is key.
Unfortunately there are many reasons why 'toilet training' might not go as smoothly as it could, so make
sure you do not make any of the following mistakes:
Over-feeding. Ensure your puppy is given the appropriate amount of food as recommended by
the manufacturer for your size and age of puppy.
Feeding an unsuitable diet or giving a variety of foods. There are a huge variety of excellent manufactured puppy foods. Do not give your puppy scraps from your plate, nor allow him to beg food from
your table.

Not feeding at regular times. Your puppy needs a strict routine, so ensure he is fed at the same time
every morning, and then allowed into the garden with the instruction to defecate,
Feeding at the wrong times (which could cause overnight defecation). At 8 weeks, your puppy
will be on 4 meals a day, which you will find he naturally reduces to 3 times per day. At that point, feed
at breakfast, lunch and tea time, and ensure puppy is put out into the garden, or walked in order to relieve himself following each meal. Before you go to bed, make sure puppy is let out for a final wee.
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TRAINING YOUR NEW PUPPY (TOILET TRAINING)
.
Punishing the puppy for its indoor accidents This can make
your puppy scared of toileting in front of you - even outside, so don’t
ever punish for accidents. Praise when they do it right, and just clear
up and ignore if they do it wrong. Your puppy will always want to
please you, so if he makes a mistake, it will not be deliberate.
Feeding salty foods (e.g. stock from cubes which makes them
drink more) This can be really dangerous for a puppy, and result in
kidney damage. There are a lot of foods, such as onions and chocolate which are dangerous for dogs, so it is better not to get in the habit of feeding your puppy food prepared for humans. Once you start, it
is very difficult to stop.
Using ammonia-based cleaning compounds (which smell similar to urine). Because the puppy
is so close to the ground, it is essential that floors are completely dry after cleaning with any cleaning
products. There is a commonly held theory that ‘cherry eye’ can be caused by the use of bleach on
floors. Anyway, just make sure the floor is dry before you allow your puppy onto it after cleaning.
Expecting the puppy to tell you when it needs to go out; (this is unrealistic, so it is better to take
them out at regular intervals). Yes, we are back to routine. Your puppy wont know how to tell you he
needs the loo, so it is your job to ensure his routine is kept.
Leaving the back door open for the puppy to come and go as it pleases A puppy will think that
the garden is an adventure playground, rather than a toilet area. Also, what is a puppy meant to do
when the weather gets cold, and it is faced with a closed back door?
Leaving the puppy on its own too long, so that it is forced to go indoors (which sets a bad precedent, or even a habit of going indoors)
Mistakenly associating the words 'good girl' or 'good boy' when they toilet, as opposed to the
specific cue words. Guess what could happen the next time you praise your dog?
Access to rugs or carpet (which are nice and absorbent - just like grass)
Laziness on your part, resulting in more wees indoors than outdoors
Leaving the puppy alone in the garden so you are not there to reward them for going outdoors. How
are they supposed to learn that going outdoors is the preferred option, if you are not there to show your
approval?
Submissive or excited urination on greeting if this occurs, take your puppy outside before you
greet it and tone down your greeting so it is less exciting or overwhelming
It is unfair to expect your puppy to go right through the night when it is very young
Sleeping the puppy in a crate or puppy pen can help with house training but you should let it out in the
garden to relieve itself during the night
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REPORT FROM THE BWG (Brachycephalic Working Group)

The Breed Health Co Ordinators have been asking in the BWG about the extreme bulldogs being bred
whilst we are being careful and watching the health :it prompted this article:

People must stop buying 'lilac' and 'merle' coloured dogs, which face a lifetime of skin conditions, and
extreme breeds selected to resemble toads, the Vice President of the British Veterinary Association has
warned.
Daniella Dos Santos said Instagram was driving a trend of new 'extreme' breeds facing a lifetime of
health problems, that cost as much as £10,000.
She said buyers are failing to realise that dogs whose fur is a soft lilac colour, or whose fur is affected
by a genetic condition called "merle" which creates patches of colour and odd-colour eyes, are treated
as disabled by reputable breeders.
Different breeds of bulldogs are also being overbred, she warned, coming with a catalogue of health issues including how they have trouble breathing, skeletal issues and are unable to fully close their eyes.
New breeds being advertised are dogs like "exotic bullies", bred from the American Bully, below, that is
favoured for its fearsome look and strong jaws, costing as much as £10,000 a puppy. Another example
is the "toad line bully", which have extremely short legs and very muscular bodies. Because of their unnaturally compact shape, they face skeletal problems as well as other health issues.
The designer dog was bred with an aim of creating the smallest in size
but biggest boned bulldogs possible. They sell for as much as £6,000.
Ms Dos Santos also warned about the long rope French Bulldog, which
are bred to have a large flap of folded skin over the nose, known as the
"rope", impeding breathing. They are on sale online for around £6,000.
It is currently against the law in Britain to knowingly breed dogs with
disabling genetic conditions. However, this is rarely pursued and
there has not yet been a test case.

FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES ONLY.
AN EXAMPLE OF THE DISFIGUREMENT
OF A ‘TOAD BULLDOG’

Ms Dos Santos told The Telegraph “there is a worrying rise in dogs
bred to look extreme and toad-like” and criticised sellers online marketing them as exotic and desirable.

She said: “What we are seeing now is a growing number of irresponsible breeders breeding extreme
dogs, often called exotic bullies, muscle tone pocket bullies, long rope French bulldogs, and toadline
bullies. "We do have a real concern about the increase in popularity of these dogs, the health consequences that come with as well. And we are seeing that often these dogs are advertised for sale via Instagram and other social media platforms. Instead of being realistic about what these deformities mean,
they are advertised as glamorous, rare and desirable. There is a link between this - people wanting the
most unusual dogs and these health problems."
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REPORT FROM THE BWG (Brachycephalic Working Group)

The trend for buying these dogs has been imported from the United States, and many of them also
have to suffer having their ears cropped as puppies. The government is considering a ban on imported dogs with cropped ears after UK vets said they had seen a rise in puppies with chopped off ears
in their practice.
The vet explained: "We are talking about really painful skin folds, where the skin is folded over and
you get painful infections, we are talking about a lifetime of eye problems, they can’t shut their eyes
properly, spinal problems, mobility problems, a lot of them are flat faced so come inherently with
problems breathing."
The colouring of the deformed puppies adds a new dimension to their lifetime of pain, Ms Dos Santos said.
"The breeders are trying to breed lilac coloured dogs, which is a genetic condition they are choosing for when they breed which results in skin problems, skin
inflammation and hair loss. We are seeing an uptick in interest in Merle dogs.
Merle genes we see intermittently in collie dogs, and we see these are associated with deafness and blindness.

"These breeders are choosing the colours to breed from just for the colour in the
full knowledge that they have health problems. They charge huge prices for
them because of their social media popularity. We are really really
FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES ONLY.
concerned that this is an escalating welfare problem for these dogs.
AN EXAMPLE OF THE DISFIGUREMENT
OF A ‘TOAD BULLDOG’

“We are keen to see a wider awareness of these extreme breeds so
buyers aren’t being sucked into buying these dogs and possibly signing up to a lifetime of heartbreak
when the dog that becomes a member of their family and has health problems."
The government has said it will crack down on this illegal practice, and that it is unacceptable for
breeders to deliberately select for puppies which have painful skin conditions.
A Defra spokesperson said: “The UK is a world leader in animal welfare and we are committed to
cracking down on unscrupulous breeders who breed dogs purely out of financial greed at the expense of their welfare.
“Our Animal Welfare Regulations prohibit the breeding of dogs where this could be reasonably expected to harm the welfare of either the mother or puppies. This includes breeding dogs to ensure
that they are a particular colour, which puts them at risk of harmful skin conditions.”
We are grateful to the BVA Vice President for putting the views and concerns of responsible breeders who do not support or condone this type of breeding and people being talked into purchasing
dogs with the odds already stacked against their health
Vicky Collins Nattrass
Bulldog Breed Council Health Co-Ordinator
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THE BULLDOG BREED STANDARD
FROM A JUDGE’S PERSPECTIVE

The Bulldog Head (Part 2)
Ears
Bulldog Standard:
Ears:
Set high – i.e. front edge of each ear (as viewed from front) joins outline of skull at top corner of such outline, so
as to place them as wide apart, as high and as far from eyes as possible. Small and thin. ’Rose ear‘ correct, i.e.
folding inwards back, upper or front inner edge curving outwards and backwards, showing part of inside of burr.

We have mentioned how important the shape and proportions of the head are but it’s no good having a grand room with poor furnishings and the inner details of the head are equally important.

We will start at the top and work our way down, starting with ears.
To create the perfect ear picture there are a few things that need to be correct - size, shape, texture, set/position and carriage; all these are important and if incorrect it can spoil it.
SIZE: So how small should the ears be? Some say as small as possible and although I have never seen a bulldog whose ears I would describe
as too small. I do believe there is a perfect size to suit each head as like
everything its all about symmetry and proportion. The ears need to be
small so as to emphasise the broad flat skull and large ears will spoil the
dog’s expression.

Showing correct size

SHAPE: The standard asks for rosed ears which basically means
they should fold back exposing the inner crease of the ear resembling the
rose flower. Viewed from the front they should leave the corner of the
head with the front edge showing about one third and thrown back then
down two thirds of their length and viewed from the side clearly showing
the burr of the ear .(Any other shape will spoil the dogs expression).
One third ..two third theory
TEXTURE: A bulldog should have thin ears to basically make them more inconspicuous as
thick heavy ears can (weaken the appearance of the skull.)
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THE BULLDOG BREED STANDARD
FROM A JUDGE’S PERSPECTIVE

The Bulldog Head (Part 2)

Ears
SET/POSITION: The ears should be set right on the corners of the flat skull and only
when alert do they raise slightly above the line of skull, placed as far apart as possible emphasising the width of skull; the skull itself can affect the position of the ears. For instance a
domed or apple headed dog will tend to have lower set ears where a narrow flat skull can
make the ears look closer together .

Well spaced ears

Well spaced ears

Weak narrow skull causing
close set ears

Domed skull making
ears look lower

CARRIAGE: Bad ear carriage is the easiest fault to spot and is a must for ringside faultjudges as even a complete novice can see it. Flying ears is quite common in puppies especially when they are teething and many people make the mistake of sticking them when in fact
all you are doing is strengthening the muscles and when the glue goes so do the ears! Only
stick pups ears if they are not rosing back and not until they are at least 10 weeks old.
Although many judges forgive flying or even button ears as puppies we must remember, to
give a dog a major award, this is a very bad fault not only spoiling the dog’s expression but
also it’s general appearance so when judging always take time to check a dogs ear carriage
with a squeaker or some keys, as a good handler can easily hide this fault . Remember the
ears are the frame of the picture and a bad frame can ruin a good painting !

Tulip ears

Button ears
Thanks to Mr Kevin Davis (Mystyle)
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ESSENTIAL GROOMING FOR
YOUR BULLDOG
Compared to heavily coated breeds, apart from looking after facial folds and a daily brushdown, bulldogs don’t require too much grooming.
Try not to bathe your dog unless absolutely necessary. He has natural oils which keep his
skin healthy and dry.
To help the dogs stay clean, many breeders use an oval plastic bed for sleeping, lined with
vet bed. Vet bed is excellent as it is warm and soft, stays dry and is easy to wash.
It is readily available from pet shops and on-line. You will need 2-3 of them so you always
have a spare clean one.
If you do have to bathe your dog a purpose dog shampoo is essential, natural and mild, with
antibacterial and antifungal properties.
Bulldogs shed twice a year, but a daily grooming routine is enjoyable for both dog and owner, and means your dog will always look his best. When the dog is shedding, brush out as
much hair as you can, and supplement with flaxseed oil or salmon.
Check your dogs ears on a daily basis they should look nice and clean. If they appear to
have any build up in them or your is dog trying to scratch them, some breeders recommend
Thornit powder which can be bought on-line, and sprinkle a small amount inside the ear ,
you might need to repeat this. Stinky stuff ear drops are also very effective.
Face cleaning is very important. In small puppies just wipe any folds and under the eyes
with unperfumed baby wipes, and you can dry gently with a tissue. If your puppy has a nose
roll, make sure this is kept clean and dry. Some people apply lanocane powder or the antibacterial vet powder from your pet shop.
If tears stains are present, they should be kept dry.
Gentle application of anti bacterial powder on a
piece of cotton wool will help remove them, It is essential that you apply carefully in a downwards motion, and do not get any in the dogs eye. The drier
they are kept the better.
If your dog has a noseroll, again, gently apply anti
bacterial powder on a piece of clean cotton wool. It
is essential the skin under the noseroll is kept clean
and dry. The same goes for a curly tail. Ensure the
skin under the tail is kept dry.
The final important thing is to keep nails trimmed on
a regular basis, preferably every week. If you start
from small age and get into the routine its much
easier for dog to get used to it. Take great care to
cut below the quick, so that you do not hurt your
dog. A good pair of nail clippers is a wise investment.
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BULLDOG RESCUE AND REHOMING TRUST 2020 PUPPY
SURVEY RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
1,007 people kindly took the time to complete the Puppy Survey between July and October 2020.
The point of this survey was to try and find out why people were buying Non Standard Coloured
Bulldogs rather than well-bred Standard coloured dogs.
Not everyone answered every question, but the results of the survey are as follows:
The majority of people brought their puppy home at 8 weeks old and no-one knowingly took
home an underage Bulldog. Only 3% of these dogs had been imported. Of the imported dogs,
19 were Standard colour, and 7 were Non Standard.

The majority of people paid between £1,000 - £3,000, but the 4 who paid between £5,000 and
£10,000 all were Non Standard Colour (black, merle, lilac and blue).
94% of people who purchased a Bulldog stated that the breed was their first choice. This shows
the continued popularity of the Bulldog and that people still genuinely love the breed. Character
and temperament was the reason most cited for their reason for choosing the Bulldog. Further
research within Bulldog Rescue shows that temperament is often the reason why Non Standard
Coloured bulldogs are put up for rehoming, including those crossed with other breeds, or those
bred purely for Non Standard colour.
The survey discovered that only 30% of puppy buyers went to a responsible source, 16% via the
Kennel Club and 15% via a recommendation. 13% tried Rescue, but decided on a puppy instead.
The vast majority of people went to selling sites or typed ‘Bulldog’ into a search engine. No-one
approached the Bulldog Breed Council.
81% said their dog was a Standard colour, the remaining being lilac, blue, chocolate, merle, tri,
black, tangerine and sable. 12% in this survey said they didn't know or care what colour a Bulldog should be. 73% said that colour was unimportant, and when it came to choosing a colour
most people thought that all Bulldogs were equal. Of the people who said that colour was important 153 were Standard colour and 12 were Non Standard colour.
The survey also showed that only 27% of puppy buyers thought that parents should be health
tested, 23% that they should be KC registered, 8% wanted a licenced non show breeder and 7%
wanted a licenced show breeder. This is worrying as a non show breeder could be a licenced
puppy farm, and the licence gives the buyer a false sense of security.
67% said they had maintained contact with the breeder.
32% of owners said their dogs had suffered from some type of health issue, and 90% said their
dog displayed no behavioural problems.
From those no longer alive, and whose owner gave an age, all made it to 8 years old, with 19%
making it to 10 years. The oldest dog on the survey was 15 at the time of his death.
Our thanks go to the Bulldog Rescue & Rehoming Trust and the full survey can be found
on their website.
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The Serious Issue of Involuntary
Incontinence (Part 2)
Hygiene
It is essential to pay attention to your dog’s hygiene needs. Think how would you care for this dog if he
were a human baby. Just because they have fur does not mean they don’t have the same problems a baby
would have if not cleaned and cared for properly.
Urine burns, so every morning and throughout the day wash the area that can get wet from urine either
lying in it or dribbling on movement. The areas you need to pay attention to are the tummy area, inside
legs, backs of legs and obviously the genital area.
Dry them thoroughly. It is beneficial to use a thin layer of barrier cream such as Vaseline or Sudocrem to
problem areas to prevent urine burns and especially if you have chosen the belly band/knicker aids which
will be discussed later in the article.
Always clean any toilet stains or discharge away and also apply barrier cream to these areas. If your dog
initially comes to you with a very sore bottom, a good covering of Sudocrem and cleaning will help the
problem greatly and will show improvement in a few days.
Always change your dog’s bedding if wet. Vet bedding is very useful for this and is easily washed and
dried. You can put it over their regular bed. Use a washable plastic bed, or one where the cover can be removed and you can cover the internal soft part with a waterproof cover to prevent soiling going through to
the filling.
If you allow your dog to go on furniture in the home, then I would suggest good thickness covers and
throws over the sofa with a waterproof backing to prevent any fluid passing though the throws onto your
sofa.
.
Depending on your dog and room available it is beneficial if they can have their own bed area /crate as this
can contain any mess overnight. A Croft pen is ideal and very roomy; they can have their own toys and
blankets and it can be easily cleaned in the morning.
These dogs can defecate very slowly sometimes which can lead to marks on your wallpaper / paintwork so
it is a real bonus if the dog has his own bed area at night otherwise you may be washing the walls down
frequently.
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The Serious Issue of Involuntary
Incontinence (Part 2)
Hygiene aids

There are differing opinions whether nappies/knickers and belly bands are beneficial in these dogs and
you need to assess your own dog and see what helps him and stay vigilant to his needs and changes.
Many aids help the dog lead a more normal life and it can help the dog fit in the family home more easily if the urine and poo can be contained, especially if there are young children in the home.

The wearing of knickers and belly bands can help with hygiene in the home but do remember if wearing
them they need to be changed regularly and also use a barrier cream to prevent skin issues such as
urine burns, soreness and infection, which can be severe.
Aids Available:
Belly bands: These are of use in males to catch urine flow only and just go over the
penis and fasten on the upper back. They are very simple to use. You need to put a absorbent pad in them such as a Tena Lady, dog pad or even cut down nappy depending on
your dogs flow of urine. Some bought ones come with their own washable pads. You will
need to measure your dog to get a snug fit so it does not slip off. Many have an absorbent
filling in case of leaks or a waterproof liner in them.
Knickers: Useful for both male and female, suitable if your dog is doubly incontinent. The knickers need to be measured to fit. To be effective, it is essential they are
fitted correctly. They are available from Glenndarcy Female Dog Nappies
(nappypantsfordogs.com) https://www.nappypantsfordogs.com/glenndarcy-femaledog-nappies-66-c.asp

Tinkle trousers: (tinkletrousers,com) an American product more of a trouser and more
difficult to put on but useful in dogs that are highly active, and the knickers/belly bands dislodged.
Other useful aids are: Braces to help hold knickers and nappies if your dog is active, toddler
braces are usually best. Pull-up Pants (in toddler size for a Bulldog). For larger dogs, you
can try Tena Lady or Tena Man, and finally Nappies, but this is all trial and error. It comes down
to whatever is most comfortable for you and your dog.

Grateful thanks to Bulldog Rescue & Rehoming for this advice …
www.bulldogrescue.org.uk
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DOG SHOWS
Dog showing is not an elitist sport. People from all walks of life are involved in dog shows. The only
common factor is the love of dogs in general, and their breed in particular.
Dog shows are important because they give everybody an opportunity to see beautifully bred dogs,
see how the breed is progressing and whether any faults are creeping in. It also give people with the
same interest to socialise. Breeders are able to see young stock and potential stud dogs. There is
no barrier to anyone attending a dog show.
The Kennel Club licences all the following shows which come in various categories. The judges are
trained to a specific level, and all dogs exhibited will have been registered by the Kennel Club. All
dogs are judged against their Breed Standard.
In order to get details of a General Canine show, you can download a ’Schedule’ from the Higham
Press or Fosse Data websites. When you are at the show, you can buy a ‘Catalogue’ which gives the
names and numbers of all the exhibitors and their dogs.
General Canine Championship Shows: These events are held over 3 or 4 days, where the various dog breeds are divided into Groups. Crufts for instance is a General Championship Show. The
Bulldog is in the Utility Group. The venues are often beautiful; Malvern for instance and Windsor. Because these are Championship shows, the Judges are ‘A’ listed, at the top of their game and award
Challenge Certificates. A Champion dog will have received at least 3 Challenge Certificates.
General Canine Open Shows: These 1 day events usually take place in large halls and on
show grounds. Again most breeds are present and judged in their Groups. The classes are usually
judged by ‘B’ and ‘C’ list judges. These are lovely shows to have a look at lots of different breeds.

All Bulldog clubs hold at least two shows each year. The Club Secretaries’ contact details are on the
Bulldog Breed Council website: www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk/contact. There are also General Canine
Societies which also hold shows during the year, so there are lots of opportunities to see beautiful Bulldogs bred to the Kennel Club standard and chat with the breeders.
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DOG SHOWS
Breed Specific Championship Shows. These are always breed club events. Just one breed will
be exhibited and the judge will be an ’A’ list judge of high standing and the show will attract an enormous number of the best dogs in the country and often from around the world. In my opinion, these are
the most important shows. They are the shows where the very best dogs and bitches are exhibited, and
lots of young stock are brought out.
Breed Specific Open Shows: Again, these are breed club events and are much more relaxed
than the Championship shows. There are often Junior Handling classes, and Puppy classes for pups
from 4—6 months. The judge will be a ‘B’ list judge.
Breed Specific Limit Shows: These shows are limited to club
members only and to dogs who have not received a Challenge Certificate.
For a show ‘Schedule’ please go to the Bulldog Breed Council website; the Sectaries’ names and contact details are under the heading ‘Contacts’. You can buy a Catalogue at the show.
We are very lucky that Bulldogs have 17 breed clubs in the UK, which means there are lots of opportunity to see the dogs and speak to breeders. PLEASE come to the shows, see what is going on. Exhibitors
are a friendly bunch and love to talk about their dogs. It really is the very best way to find that special
puppy you are looking for.
A lot of the best Bulldog breeders do not have fancy websites to draw you in and are not good at marketing. For them, the joy is breeding the very best Bulldogs that they can. They breed their dogs to the
Bulldog Breed Standard and you will only find them at the shows.
Just a footnote:
Un-entered dogs are not allowed
into shows except at the Secretary’s
discretion, and only KC registered
Bulldogs will be allowed into Bulldog
Breed Shows.

Facebook is no substitute for seeing well-bred Bulldogs live. Come to the Bulldog club shows. You will
see beautiful Bulldogs, and be very welcome indeed to join the ‘Bulldog family’.
The Club Secretaries will be able to give you the address or send you a ‘Schedule’. The schedule gives
all the details of the show, including the time, venue address, postcode and the judge. Secretaries’ details are on the Bulldog Breed Council website under ‘Contacts’.
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The Bulldog Breed Council DVD is available through
the website.
An educational film explaining all the points in the
Bulldog Breed Standard.
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Have you ever considered Rescue and maybe rehoming a Bulldog.
We have 2 Bulldog Rescue Charities:
Bulldog Rescue
Edward Foundation.
Both of these charities do amazing work on behalf of the Bulldog Breed. Unfortunately this year,
their fund raising activities have been severely disrupted due to the Covid pandemic.

For details on how to contact them, or to make a donation, please go directly to
their websites.

Do you need specific advice about a condition or problem your bulldog displays?
Bulldog Rescue are putting together a Bulldog Guide, aimed primarily at those that adopt
dogs from us with specific issues, it's hoped that this section of our web site will go a long way to
help all bulldog owners around the world. This Free Guide will be updated with articles on a regular basis and we want to know what you want to know.
In the pipleline




Living with an epileptic Bulldog
Living with an incontinent Bulldog
Our Guide to avoid your dog being stolen

What would you like to add? Just go to the Bulldog Rescue site, and let them know.
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